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Gli argomenti affrontati sono stati tratti da:  
- Libro di testo: ENGAGE! 1, Student’s book and workbook, + Language mind 
maps, M.Berlis, J. Bowie, H: Jones, B. Bettinelli, Pearson Longman che è stato 
completato 
 
Revision: 
Past simple of regular and irregular verbs: affirmative, negative and interrogative 
sentences; questions with the auxiliary verb Did. 
Functions: giving opinions and agreeing or disagreeing; asking for and giving 
opinions. 
- Unit 5 -  “Winning at any cost?” – Grammar: Past continuous, Past continuous vs 
Past simple; must, mustn’t; have to, don’t/doesn’t have to. 
Vocabulary: Sports, sports places and equipment; parts of the body. 
Functions: Asking for explanations, refusing explanations, protesting;  making and 
accepting or refusing  an apology/explanation; speaking about an Olympic sport. 
- Unit 6-   “Nature is home” – Grammar: Comparative of adjectives and adverbs; 
(not) as … as; Superlative of adjectives and adverbs; too much/many; (not) enough 
Vocabulary: geographical features; the weather. 
Functions: asking about places, talking about geographical features and comparing 
places; asking about and describing the weather; speaking about the environment. 
 - Unit 7 -  “Time for adventure” – Grammar: the future: be going to; Present 
continuous for future arrangements; Present simple for fixed timetables. 
Prepositions for motion. 
Vocabulary: Holidays; travel and transport. 
Functions: Asking for and giving directions; asking for and giving travel information 
and thanking. Speaking about what responsible tourists do.  
- Unit 8 - “What will be will be” – Grammar: the future: Will; Will vs Be going to and 
the Present continuous; Zero and First conditionals. 
Vocabulary: Homes and furniture/objects; technology. 
 Functions: Clarifying and asking for repetition; asking for and offering help; giving 
instructions. Speaking about cyberbullying. 
- Unit 9 – “That’s entertainment!” - Grammar: Present perfect; been vs gone; 
Present perfect with ever /never; Present perfect with just/already/yet.  
Vocabulary: TV, film, theatre, music; books and films.  
Functions: Introducing a topic and moderating criticism; introducing a topic, 
responding and showing interest, inviting others to speak. Speaking about 
entertainment. 
- Unit 10 – “Get the look” - Grammar: Present perfect with for/since; Present perfect 
vs Past simple. 
Vocabulary: clothes, fashion and style; jewellery; speaking about clothes and 
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describing an important person. 
Functions: Describing personal style; asking for and giving opinions about clothes. 
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